Peru Workshop, Week 3, February 2, 2019

this week was characterized by emergencies
Last Sunday, Jeiser, the President of ARIAP, the indigenous association for which I teach and consult, was hospitalized in Lima with
intense headaches, nausea, lack of equilibrium and convulsions. Tests all week have not revealed the source of the problem but have ruled out a
lot of very bad maladies we are thankful he doesn’t have.
On Monday here in the jungle, we had one of those occasional tropical downpours when “the rains come down and the floods come up”
in gigantic proportions. The floor of our classroom flooded, and we have been trying to dry out all week, with varying, only partially successful
attempts to deflect the water, which has continued to fall, but in smaller quantities. The class moved inside to closer, but drier, quarters.
On Tuesday, Clever, the adult son of the Yine author, had to be hurried to the doctor with acute weakness, and inability to swallow. Costly tests later, the diagnosis appears to be tuberculosis. Thankfully, Peru provides free T.B. medication. The contact, however, yielded
the information that Clever is quite a gifted artist. We have been looking for someone to illustrate the new textbooks; perhaps, when he feels
better, he can earn a little while recovering and on forced leave from his regular job.
On Wednesday and Thursday viruses invaded our laptops, and one-by-one every computer and stick drive in the class had to be scanned
and disinfected.
Friday, just when we thought we were virus-free, one of the workshop participants returned to class with a different laptop that turned
out to be carrying EIGHT viruses and which infected my MASTER FILE stick drive before we were aware of the problem. Thankfully, our
youngest member, the IT specialist, was able to eradicate the viruses. Here you can see Ketty’s strained expression as she wonders if her computer is salvageable, and the intensity with which Paolo goes after those ‘bugs’.

Despite all these side diversions, the Asháninka, Ashéninka and Shipibo committees finished a final check on their Grade One readers. I
am proofreading the Asháninka and Shipibo books for the last time before they are presented to the Mayor of a District to our south, who has
offered to consider printing them for the school children of his region.
The Kakataibo author is catching up; the first draft of his Grade One book is almost finished. Shipibo and Yine Grade 2 books are on
the homestretch of their final draft. The Awajún Grade 2 page layout is done except for pictures. You can understand why, as the authors sign
off at the end of each day, I am paranoid about filing their work in the MASTER FILE, with language, Grade, and date clearly indicated. With
13 books in play and 8 people storing material, the possibility for errors is exponential. Just this week I found a beautifully bound copy of the
Early Childhood Teacher’s Guide we’d been looking for. The reason we hadn’t recognized it was because the cover clearly said: Shipibo
Grade One Primer! Part of my job while here will be to put better filing and tracking systems in place to avoid such mistakes.
Daily there are opportunities to share laughs, show kindness, drop words of encouragement, pray for needs, share what God has
done…. Pray that my life will ring true despite mud, myriad demands, and disconcerting events like virus attacks.
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